
A COMPARISON OF TWO MOBILE OPERATING SYSTEMS IN ANDROID

AND IOS

If you're buying a new smartphone today, chances are very good that it will run one of two operating systems: Google's
Android or Apple's iOS.

It is all encrypted, too. This isn't a major problem, given that there's a Lightning to 3. But for tablets, there are
more apps designed specifically for the iPad while Android tablet apps are often scaled up versions of Android
smartphone apps. This means devices stay current with software features for at least two to three years. Apple
can push updates to all of its handsets directly, whereas Android users must wait until their phone maker has
implemented a version of Google's update that works with its own Android skin. Both platforms offer a good
range of accessibility features. These tend to be more expensive than equivalent hardware using Android.
Google offers 15GB for free and has cross-platform support. Meanwhile, Android encrypts some data, but
your privacy is less protected. Even after approving the permission requests, iOS users can quickly glance at
which apps have access to their Contacts and location data, and turn off access for apps with which they no
longer want to share this data. You can also back up unlimited photos and videos in full resolution with
Google Photos if you own a Google-branded Pixel phone. However, other third-party app stores can be
accessed by Android mobile device users. Most don't release patches to devices older than months. Privacy
Both iOS and Android are "vulnerable" to a certain kind of privacy leak: an app installed on either platform
can get a list of all other apps installed on the same device. Devices from other manufacturers lag behind
because the manufacturer must take these security updates from Google and apply them to their own devices
"in the wild". Intents: Intents on Android allows applications to flexibly interoperate with each other. Apple
cites hardware capability as the reason some older devices may not receive all new features in an upgrade.
This is one area where iOS users have an advantage. Apple is completely opposed to this kind of thing. If
battery life tops your list and you want to be able to customize your phone, then choose Android. Instances of
major exploits in Apple's devices are much, much fewer than on Android, however, and it benefits from faster
software rollouts, too. Multi-task windows are miniature but clear to the eyes. The addition of Siri Shortcuts in
iOS 12, which allows you to set up voice commands to trigger groups of automated tasks, is a big step in the
right direction and Siri is also beginning to make more suggestions based on your iPhone usage. Speedy
updates are now more important than ever because security breaches are becoming more serious. Android
Android gets apps from Google Play, which currently has , apps available, most of which will run on tablets.
For example, Pandora's mobile app on Android requests permissions for your Google identity, contacts,
calendar, photos, media, files and even call information. Samsung has a great ecosystem, for example, and
Android phones have support from Home, Chromecast, and Android Wear. Availability of app stores Google
Play is the official app store with applications that are paid or free of charge. While iMessage is very easy to
use , it works best when communicating with other iPhone users. When Google released its maps app for iOS
in December , the iOS version surpassed the version available for Android in terms of features, design and
ease of use. The amounts of the bounties are a rough proxy for how easy it is to exploit these platforms in
practice. For example, apps can "register" themselves as capable of sharing which allows the user to share
using this app from any other app. The learning curve for new users is astonishingly low, and its commands
and functions are simple to pick up.


